A generalization of the density-functional based tightbinding method (DFTB) for the use with range-separated exchange-correlation functionals is presented. It is based on the Generalized Kohn-Sham (GKS) formalism and employs the density matrix as basic variable in the expansion of the energy functional, in contrast to the traditional DFTB scheme. The GKS-TB equations are derived and appropriate integral approximations are discussed in detail. Implementation issues and numerical aspects of the new scheme are also covered. 
A generalization of the density-functional based tightbinding method (DFTB) for the use with range-separated exchange-correlation functionals is presented. It is based on the Generalized Kohn-Sham (GKS) formalism and employs the density matrix as basic variable in the expansion of the energy functional, in contrast to the traditional DFTB scheme. The GKS-TB equations are derived and appropriate integral approximations are discussed in detail. Implementation issues and numerical aspects of the new scheme are also covered. Copyright line will be provided by the publisher 1 Introduction Over the last two decades the density functional based tight-binding (DFTB) method found widespread use in such different areas as computational chemistry, condensed matter physics, biophysics and the ever growing field of nanoscience. DFTB is an approximate density functional theory (DFT) that is characterized by a simplified energy functional and additional integral approximations. These modifications give rise to a highly reduced computational cost maintaining at the same time a useful accuracy for many applications. Starting with the work of Seifert [1] , the original DFTB formalism has been generalized in multiple directions. The group of Thomas Frauenheim has been particularly active in this respect. Examples are the self-consistent extension of DFTB [2] , the treatment of spin-polarized systems [3, 4] a nd van der Waals interactions [5] , the combination with the non-equilibriums Greens function theory in quantum transport [6] , or the extension to time dependent DFT(B) [7, 8, 9] and the GW formalism of many body perturbation theory [10] .
A general feature of DFTB is that it often parallels the accuracy of DFT for different problem classes, inheriting also spectacular failures of the latter. A large number of these problematic cases can be traced back to the self-interaction error (SIE) of popular local or semi-local exchange-correlation (xc) functionals [11] . In Hartree-Fock (HF) theory the interaction of an electron with itself is exactly canceled by opposite terms in the exchange part of the Fock matrix. As exchange is approximated in the local density or gradient corrected approximations for the xc potential, there is a residual self-interaction. This leads to wrong asymptotics of the Kohn-Sham potential and an overly broadened density [12, 13] . Signatures of this deficiency are seen in such different areas as the incorrect dissociation of radical cations [14] , the instability of polaronic defects [15] , the incorrect description of organicmetal interfaces [16, 17] or the underestimation of charge transfer excited states [18, 19] . In the field of molecular electronics the self-interaction error has also been found to contribute strongly to the significant overestimation of conductances [20, 21] .
In recent years so called range-separated or long-range corrected [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] xc functionals have been found to alleviate the above mentioned difficulties. Going back to Gill [22] and Savin [23] , the idea is to split the electron-electron interaction into short-range (sr) and long-range (lr) contributions
where the long range part is treated exactly, while the short range part gives rise to a modified pure density functional. In Eq. (1), the term "erf" denotes the error function and ω is an empirical parameter. The resulting theory may be viewed as a generalization of the well known hybrid functionals [28] with fixed weighting coefficients of density functional and HF exchange. In this way, the error compensation of density functionals for exchange and correlation is kept in the short range, whereas the self-interaction error is removed at least asymptotically through the long range contribution.
Here it should be noted that in the range-separated functionals optimized for solid-state systems, it is often the short-range part that is treated exactly, whereas the longrange part is treated as a density-functional. Such methods allow for an accurate description of fundamental band gaps [29, 30, 31] and avoid the known artefacts of HF exchange for metallic solids [32] . Since we are mostly interested in the improvement of DFTB for finite nanostructures and molecules, we keep with the separation of Eq. 1 in the following. Note also that both range-separated and hybrid methods belong to the Generalized Kohn-Sham (GKS) [33] scheme, as both contain a non-local potential (i.e. a fraction of the non-local HF exchange operator) in the single particle equations.
Several applications and modification of the original subdivision in Eq. 1 have emerged in the past years and show that optimized range separated functionals not only alleviate the above-mentioned problems but also compete with the best hybrid functionals in terms of standard applications like structure prediction and thermochemistry [14, 34] . Moreover it must be underlined that only functionals which contains a full HF contribution in the long-range can correctly describe charge-transfer excited states [35, 36, 37] .
The goal of this investigation is to extend the theoretical foundations of the DFTB scheme, currently limited to local or semi-local xc-functionals, to range-separated functionals. The corresponding modified energy functional is presented in section (2), while in section (3) effective GKS equations are derived. Sections (4) and (5) deal with additional approximations for the derived terms in the spirit of the traditional DFTB scheme. The paper closes with a brief summary and outlook.
Total energy expression
In the GKS [33] formalism the total energy E tot can be rewritten as a functional of the density matrix
which equals the electron density ρ(r) on the diagonal, i.e. ρ(r) = γ(r, r). The wave functions ψ i denote the spatial part of GKS spin-orbitals and we confine the treatment to the special case of closed shell systems with N electrons and N/2 occupied orbitals. We thus have:
where
represent the kinetic, Hartree, external and nuclear-repulsion energy, respectively. In the range-separated formalism the exchange is divided into a short-range (xsr) and long-range (xlr) contribution and the xc energy functional reads:
where the xlr exchange is given explicitly as a functional of the density matrix
(9) Note that in the GKS formalism the auxiliary system of partially-interacting electron is still described by a singleSlater determinant [33] , thus only the exchange is rangeseparated. The whole electron-electron interaction is rangeseparated in the the multi-determinant extension of the KohnSham theory [38, 39] . As we are aiming at an approximate scheme that is foremost self-interaction free, it is sufficient to remain in the GKS scheme and to employ local or gradient corrected approximations for the correlation. Explicit functional forms of the ω-dependent short-range exchange for the LDA and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof density functionals are available in the literature [26, 40, 41] . Please note that the special form of the interaction kernel erf(ωr)/r in Eq. (9) is not without alternative. Besides the error function also Yukawa and other screened potentials have been used to define interaction ranges. It turns out that the precise choice of the separation function is of minor importance [27] . From a numerical point of view, the form of Eq. (9) is advantageous both for basis functions of Gaussian type or calculations using plane waves, since it allows for an efficient evaluation of the required two-electron integrals.
As the first approximation we now expand the total energy of Eq. (3) around a certain reference density matrix γ 0 (r 1 , r 2 ) up to second order in ∆γ = γ − γ 0 :
which parallels the expansion in terms of the density in the conventional DFTB scheme. The individual terms in Eq. (10) are given as:
These formulas may be simplified by introducing potentials v α and kernels f α , α ∈ {xsr; xlr; c} as first and second order functional derivatives of the xc-energy with respect to the density matrix, respectively. The terms with α ∈ {xsr; c} are both local can be treated together:
while the non-local long-range exchange potential and kernels take the form:
Defining also the local part of the GKS potential as
the first and the second order term of the energy becomes
In the next section we will derive tight-binding approximations to Eqs. (20) and (21).
3 Generalized Kohn-Sham Tight-Binding Similar to the conventional DFTB approach, the reference density matrix γ 0 for the molecular system of interest is obtained by a superposition of atomic quantities. To this end a full DFT calculation in the range-separated formalism (RS-DFT) is performed for neutral spin-unpolarized atoms.
The atomic orbitals φ µ are then used as basis functions for the molecular problem in a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) ansatz for the desired GKS molecular orbitals:
Usually only the valence orbitals are included in the expansion and each atomic orbital is given as a converged superposition of Slater type orbitals. The additional confining potentialv con = (r/r 0 ) 2 in Eq. (22) has been found to provide improved basis sets in the traditional DFTB approach [42, 43] . In order to derive the GKSTB equations in this basis, we introduce the corresponding AO density matrix P νµ :
with analogous definitions holding for γ 0 and ∆γ. Here µ = {Alm} is a compound index indicating the atom on which the basis function is centered, its angular momentum l and magnetic quantum number m. The reference density matrix has the simple form P 0 νµ = δ νµ n µ , where n µ denotes the occupation of orbital φ µ in the atom. Using the expansion of the Kohn-Sham states with yet to be determined molecular orbital (MO) coefficients c µi , we also have the relation
The total energy of Eqs. (11, 20, 21) depends on the MO coefficients through the density matrix as given in the previous equation. Variation with respect to c * µi under the constraint of orthonormality of the KS states leads to the following generalized eigenvalue problem:
Here S µν denotes the overlap between two basis functions and matrix elements of the effective Hamiltonian are explicitly given as: (27) with the zero order contribution
and a first order potential shift that has full range (fr) and long range (lr) components
The matrix elements in Eq. (28) depend only on the known reference density matrix γ 0 , while the terms in Eq. (29) stem from the second order term in the total energy and feature the difference density matrix ∆ρ. Because of this, the eigenvalue problem has to be solved self-consistently as in a regular DFT calculation. In the following sections further approximations to H
µν and H
µν are proposed that make the method numerically more efficient. AB are evaluated from a reference density matrix given by the sum of the density matrices of atom A and B. Both crystal field effects (the change of the on-site matrix elements due to the potential of neighboring atoms) and three center integrals are neglected in Eq. (30) . As the potentials are decaying much faster in the traditional DFTB (where the GGA xc-potential is exponentially decaying), these approximations are certainly more critical in the present approach and possibly need further consideration. Please note also that the zero order terms alone do not provide the correct asymptotics. The potential in Eq. (30) decays as −1/r − 1/r = −2/r (from the sum of two isolated atoms) instead of the desired −1/r behavior.
Like in empirical tight-binding schemes, the zero order matrix elements of DFTB are precomputed and stored in Slater-Koster tables [44] as a function of distance between atoms A and B. This is convenient since many matrix elements vanish by symmetry (the integrals are non-zero only if φ µ and φ ν share the same magnetic quantum number) and the rotation to the molecular frame can be accomplished by simple transformation rules. For the rangeseparated formalism discussed here the availability of such a tabulation is not obvious as the potentials are non-local. However, it can be shown that the Slater-Koster rules remain intact even for the two-electron exchange integrals involving the error function. 1 This facilitates the implementation of the present scheme as all major routines for the Hamiltonian setup can be used without changes. The integrals itself may be evaluated numerically or analytically in reciprocal space using the known Fourier transforms over products of Slater type orbitals [47] and the simple transform of the erf(ωr)/r kernel (see appendix).
The first order Hamiltonian H (1)
µν Within the two-center approximation of Eq. (30) the zero order Hamiltonian is treated exactly. In contrast, being dependent on the actual molecular density, the first order Hamiltonian in 1 The mentioned symmetry rules hold due the fact that the reference density matrix P 0 µν is diagonal. This can be shown by combining (i) the results of Harris [45] , who has given analytical formulas for general two-center two-electron integrals of Slater type orbitals with the Coulomb kernel, (ii) the series expansion of the error function and (iii) the generalized von Neumann expansion for r k 12 with k ≥ −1 given by Budziński and Prajsnar [46] . The applicability of the transformation rules follows from the fact that the elements of P 0 µν are equal for different magnetic quantum numbers.
Eq. (29) is subjected to additional simplifications to avoid numerical quadratures during the run time of the code. As in the DFTB approach, products of basis functions on different centers are expressed in the Mulliken approximation:
Introducing further net atomic Mulliken charges:
the first term in Eq. (29) simplifies to
(33) The quantities γ fr AB in the previous equation are the following two-center two-electron integrals (not to be confused with the density matrix γ):
with the spherical functions
Here the averaging over the basis functions ensures that the integral approximations respect rotational invariance. Formulas equivalent to Eqs. (33) and (34) appear also in the original DFTB method [2] , the only difference being that the kernel f xsr+c is replaced by the full kernel f xc of a pure density functional in the former treatment. In Ref. [2] , an approximation for the corresponding integral was derived by assuming the special form
and evaluation of the Coulomb integral without the contribution of the kernel f xc . The analytical result related the integral value to the decay constant τ A and the inter-atomic distance R AB . An independent calculation of the on-site value U A = γ AA (a measure of the chemical hardness of element A) now including f xc , fixed the free parameter τ A and provided an estimation of screening effects also for the off-site elements γ AB . It follows, that for the range-separated extension of DFTB the functional form for γ AB (U A , U B , R AB ) can be directly taken over from [2] , if the on-site values are computed according to Eq. (34), giving rise to modified ω-dependent parameters U An analogous treatment for the second term in Eqs. (29) , involving the long range exchange kernel, leads to the following form:
with the integrals
As shown in the appendix, this six dimensional integral can be reduced to an efficient one dimensional numerical quadrature: for various values of the range-separation parameter ω. In the limit of ω going to infinity, the integral needs to reduce to the mentioned original form of γ given in [2] , because the error function tends to one in this limit. The results show that this is indeed the case.
It should also be mentioned that conventional hybrid functionals involving a fraction of exact exchange may also be realized in the present framework. As an example, Eqs. (30, 37, 38) with ω → ∞ give rise to the full HartreeFock exchange potential which might be multiplied with an appropriate constant factor. Concurrently, the short range exchange in Eqs. (30, 33, 34) has to be replaced by a conventional full range exchange density functional that is properly weighted.
Concerning the Mulliken approximation which leads to matrix elements in Eqs. (33, 37) , it should be noted that it completely neglects on-site exchange integrals, which can be restored as describe in Ref. [10] . Here it is worth to point out that within the range-separated formalism, these onsite exchange integrals are expected to much smaller (for ω small) than in the case of HF or pure hybrid functionals.
Total energy and repulsive potential
Considering the results of the previous sections, the total energy of the range-separated DFTB scheme may be summarized as follows: (40) where we introduced the abbreviation E rep for an energy contribution that depends solely on the reference density and may hence be precomputed:
In the standard DFTB approach the corresponding term is approximated by a sum of short range pair potentials E rep = AB V AB (R AB ), which are derived from first principles DFT calculations [48, 2] . A similar approach is possible also in the present context. The additional term in Eq. (41) stemming from the long range exchange is strictly pairwise and decays as the wave function overlap between two centers. From a practical point of view the direct evaluation of E rep might turn out to be more convenient, since each choice of the range-separation parameter ω necessitates the construction of new pair potentials.
Summary and outlook
In the last sections we derived the theory for a DFTB formalism with range-separated exchange-correlation functionals. It is found that the changes with respect to the original scheme are modest and marginal code modifications are required for the implementation. In order to generate the zero order Hamiltonian and on-site two electron integrals, however, a first principles DFT code featuring range separated functionals needs to be available. Importantly, the computational cost of the scheme grows with respect to the original DFTB, but does not reach the formal scaling of N 4 for Hartree-Fock based methods. This is due to the integral approximations applied, which allow to evaluate the terms in Eq. (29) with cubic scaling. Hence the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian remains the computational bottleneck.
The presented formalism is also suitable for an straightforward extension of the TD-DFTB [7] approach. The introduction of the long-range term in Eq. 37 will allow to correctly describe charge-transfer excitations [35, 36, 37] .
So far we did not discuss the proper choice of the range separation parameter ω. One of the drawbacks of range separated DFT is the system dependence of this parameter: different classes of molecules or even different classes of electronic excitations on the same molecule may require different values of ω to achieve accurate results [49] . To our knowledge, a criterion for the optimal choice of ω, based on first principles is still lacking. In this regard, the recent work of Baer and coworkers [27] provides an elegant expedient. Here ω is tuned on a system per system basis to match known conditions for the exact functional (e.g., the ionization potential being equal to the highest occupied orbital energy), escaping the need for an empirical fit to a large training set of molecules. A similar route seems to be promising for the present approximate scheme. In general, the proposed range separated DFTB method could be useful to efficiently scan a large range of parameter values. The optimal value could then be employed in subsequent first principles calculations.
We hope that the presented theory enlarges the applicability of the DFTB method to cases where even local or semi-local first principles DFT approaches face considerable problems The implementation of the formalism is currently under way. 
which we attempt to evaluate in Fourier space. Defining
inserting into Eq. (42) twice the identity δ(r − r ′ ) = 1 (2π) 3 e i(r−r
and integrating out all spatial coordinates, the remaining integrand is easily seen to factorize into a product of Fourier transforms γ lr AB = 1 (2π) 3 F A (−q) erf(ωr) r e iqr dr F B (q)dq.
(46) The Fourier transforms of the Slater orbitals F A are known analytically [50] 
and the transform of the long range kernel may be deduced from the transform of the pure 1/r kernel given by 4π/q 
given in [51] as formula 6.311. We thus obtain erf(ωr) r e iqr dr = 4π
and after integration over the angular degrees of freedom in Eq. (46) 
